Instructor: Tina Bruggeman

Dates: Tuesday April 14th, 10:00 am - 1:00 pm

Project description: Getting to Know Your Sashiko Machine learning to do the traditional Sashiko stitching!

Requirements: 5-6, 10 inch Kona Cotton Squares, Also Medium tearaway stabilizer to back each square!

Important: DO NOT USE 505 or ANY ADHESIVE TO HOLD YOUR SQUARES TOGETHER! SASHIKO DOES NOT LIKE GLUE!!

Sewing supplies:
1. Sashiko Machine and Accessories
2. 30-50 weight thread in contrasting colors to fabric
3. Bobbins
4. Scissors to clip threads
5. Hand sewing needles
6. Quilter’s safety pins a few for holding blocks together!

Prior to class: Gather supplies for Class. Make your fabric Squares! Bring a snack if you need it!!